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The Elizabethans Undressed offers an alternative way to explore 
the National Portrait Gallery by presenting personal perspectives 
and creative responses to the Collection.

This booklet has been created in response to the exhibition 
Elizabeth I & Her People and a late night event at the Gallery on 
25 October 2013. Costume designer Jenny Tiramani from The 
School of Historical Dress explores Elizabethan clothing through 
John Donne’s poem 'Elegy 19 To his Mistress Going to Bed.' 
This original version of the poem was written in the Elizabethan 
period and was included in the anthology The Harmony of Muses 
compiled by Robert Chamberlain in 1654.



An Elegie made by J. D. 



          Ome Maddam come,all ſtay my powers deny,
          Untill I labour, I in labour ly
The foe oft- times having the foe in fight,
Is tir’d with ftanding,though he never fight : 

Off with your girdle,like heaven’s Zone gliſtering
But a far fairer World incompaſing.

C



Unpin that ſpangled  breaſt-plate which you wear,
That eyes of buſy fools may be ſtopt there.



Unlace your ſelf,for that Harmonious chime
Tell’s me from you, that now it is bed-time.

Off with that happy busk,which I envie,
That ſtill can be, and ſtill can ſtand ſo nie.
Your gown going off,ſuch beauteous ſtate reveals,
As when from flowery meads hills ſ hadows ſteales.



Off with that wiery Corronet, and ſ how
The happier diadem, which on you doth grow.

Off with thoſe ſ hoos,that thou may’ft ſafely tread
In this(Loves hallowed Temple)this ſoft bed.



In ſuch white roabs, heavens Angels uſe to be
Receiv’d by men;  thou Angels bringſt with thee.

A heavenly Mahomets Paradice,and though
Ill ſpirits walke in white, wee eaſily know
By this,theſe Angels from an evil ſprite,
They ſet our hairs,but theſe our flesh upright.



Licence my roving hands,and let them goe
Behind,before,above,between,belowe.
O my Amerika! my New-found-Land !
The Kingdom’s ſafeſt,when by one man man’d:
My Mine of precious ſtones! My Emperie !
How bleſt am I in this diſcovering thee.
To enter into theſe bonds, is to be free,

Then where my hand is ſet, my feal ſ hall bee;
As ſouls in bodies, bodyes uncloath’d muſt bee
To taſte theſe joyes; Thoſe Jems you Women uſe
Are as Atlanta’s Balls caſt in mens views,
That when a fools eye lighteth on a Jem,
His earthly ſoul may covet theirs,not them :
Like Pictures, or like Books gay covering made
For Lay-men, are all Women thus array’d :
Themſelves are Miſtick bodies, which hourly we
(Whom their imputed grace will dignifie )
Muſt ſee reveal’d : then ſince that I may know
( As liberally ) as to a Mid-wife ſ how
Thy ſelf ;



  Caſt you all this white Linnen hence, 
There is no Pennance due to Innocence ;
To teach thee, I am naked firſt; Why than
Needſt thou to have more covering then a man.
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She was Director of Theatre Design at Shakespeare’s Globe 
Theatre, London 1997-2005, receiving the Laurence Olivier
Award for Best Costume Design 2003, for the Globe production
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for La Clemenza di Tito by Mozart (Aix-en-Provence Festival) &
Anna Bolena by Donizetti (Metropolitan Opera, New York) both 
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Patterns: Book One & Book Two, 2011 & 2012 for V&A 
publications (with Melanie Braun, Luca Costigliolo, Armelle 
Lucas, Claire Thornton and Susan North). She is the Principal
of The School of Historical Dress.
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The School of Historical Dress
The School was founded in 2009 to encourage new research into 
historical dress and introduce students to the tools needed for 
this, such as how to study an object, to identify its materials, cut, 
construction and historical context. Various historical methods 
of pattern drafting, construction and decorative techniques are 
taught on our courses and crucially the students are taught how 
to fit reconstructed historical garments on a person.

The teaching is primarily by practitioners actively working in 
these skilled crafts. Those who have attended our short courses 
include designers, makers, teachers, living-history interpreters, 
curators, conservators and archivists.

The School houses The Janet Arnold Archive including her 
unique and extensive collection of colour images, both of 
surviving clothing and related material. The Hopkins Collection 
of garments and textiles from c.1700 onwards brings further 
riches. This large collection gathered over forty years by Alan and 
Vanessa Hopkins includes the dress of men and women from all 
social classes. These collections, together with the School’s own 
growing collection, form the basis for projects, giving students 
the opportunity to handle objects as part of their studies.

This portrait of John Donne (1572-1631) is one of the earliest 
paintings of an Elizabethan poet. Donne, born a Catholic, trained 
as a lawyer before becoming a Protestant priest and eventually 
Dean of St Paul’s Cathedral. The portrait presents him slightly 
retreating into the shadows as a melancholic lover; a character 
type particularly associated with literary ability at this date. 
The Latin inscription curving around the top of the portrait is a 
misquotation of a Christian psalm, ‘O Lady, Lighten our darkness’ 
and implies that a woman is the source of Donne’s disaffection.

Donne’s outfit reflects his distracted or melancholic state of mind.  
He wears his dark cloak wrapped tightly around his body, a wide 
brimmed hat, several layers of collars, which are unusually left 
untied (or undone) at the neck.

John Donne 
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John Donne
By an unknown English artist, c.1595

Queen Elizabeth I (‘The Ditchley portrait’)
by Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger, c.1592

Queen Elizabeth I (‘Elizabeth I and the Three Goddesses’)
attributed to Isaac Oliver, c.1590
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Detail of a 'pair of straight bodies' made for the funeral effigy
of Elizabeth I by Janet Arnold

Elizabeth I's shoes by Jenny Tiramani

Elizabeth I in a white linen smock by Jenny Tiramani
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